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In this paper we

onsider a mi ros opi

model of a simple e osystem.

gredients of this model are individuals, and both the phenotypi
are taken in a

ount.

The model is based on a long range

The basi

and genotypi

in-

levels

ellular automaton (CA);

introdu ing simple intera tions between the individuals, we get some of the

omplex

ol-

le tive behaviors observed in a real e osystem. Sin e our tness fun tion is smooth, the
model does not exhibit the error threshold transition; on the other hand the size of total
population is not kept
study the ee ts of

onstant, and the mutational meltdown transition is present. We

ompetition between geneti ally similar individuals and how it

an

lead to spe ies formation. This spe iation transition does not depend on the mutation
rate. We present also an analyti al approximation of the model.

Keywords :

Spe iation models; Darwinian Theory; Population Dynami s; Eigen Model;

Mutational Meltdown.

1. Introduction
Real e osystems present a
are

omplex behavior. Many of their pe uliar features

onsidered in

lassi al population dynami s models, where the dynami al
1
variables are the number of individuals of dierent populations. In this paper a
dierent point of view is

onsidered, we propose a mi ros opi model of an evolv-

ing (in Darwinian sense) e osystem, where the individuals are represented by
2,3,4
their genotypes. Our model is related to the Eigen model for quasispe ies,
although we

onsider a dierent tness lands ape and the presen e of intera -

tions among individuals.
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Considering simple e ologi al intera tions ( ompetition, predation,

ation), we are able to obtain a

omplex

olle tive behavior.

work is to have a simple predi tive model, that

ooper-

The aim of this

an reprodu e some of the basi

features present in an real e osystem, su h as:

•

Evolution.

The system has to be able to

reate diversity (mutations).

Darwinian sele tion a ts on this diversity.

•

Population dynami s. The model should reprodu e the typi al phenomenology of population dynami s, su h as logisti

growth for single spe ies dy-

nami s in limited environment, Lotka-Volterra dynami s for predator-prey
intera tions, et .

•

Self organized behavior. One expe t to observe
as trophi

•

olle tive phenomena su h

hain formation or spe ies formation.

Response to external stimuli, in parti ular to environmental
as

In

hanges su h

y le of seasons or human intervention.

lassi al population dynami s the building blo k are the spe ies, and the

intera tions among them.

Sin e we want to study the self-organization of an

e osystem (in luding spe ies formation) we take as a building blo k the single
individual.
In our s hematization the individual is identied by its genotype
represented as a xed length string of
hyper ube of

L

L

x,

whi h is

bits: the genotype spa e is a Boolean

dimensions, and mutations

orrespond to displa ements in this

spa e. On the other hand, a genotype identies a strain of individuals.
Individuals are able to survive a
takes into a

ording with a tness fun tion, whi h also

ount the intera tions with other individuals in the environment.

Natural sele tion however does not a t dire tly on the genotype, but rather
on the resulting phenotype g(x), whi h an be onsidered a fun tion of the
∗
genotype x. Generally, the phenotypi spa e is simpler than the genotypi
one, a

ording with the number of morphologi al

simple e osystem model,
the phenotypi

g(x)

hara ters

onsidered. In our
x.† In this ase

is simply the fra tion of ones in

spa e is one-dimensional. The smoothness of the tness fun tion

is related to the resolution required in genotypi

spa e: if one

a spe ies into a single point then the tness fun tion

lusters together

an be quite rough. Sin e

we are interested in the phenomenon of spe ies formation, we require a smooth
tness lands ape.
∗The assumption that the phenotype is a single-valued fun tion of the genotype implies that
we are not

onsidering polymorphism (the fa t that two

ells with the same genotype

an

have dierent morphologies) nor age stru ture.
† One an assume that in ea h lo us there are two alleles of a given gene: 0 for the good
allele and 1 for the bad one
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Finally, there is the real spa e.
dimensional

We shall des ribe in Se tion 2 a one-

ellular automaton (CA) model. However, we shall

the limit of very long intera tion length, i.e. global
allows us to separate the

onsider only

oupling. This simpli ation

omplexity of the dynami s in genotypi

spa e from

spatial pattern formation.
Similar systems have been introdu ed in order to investigate the phenomenon
for whi h a phenotypi ally favored strain an loose its predominan e due to a
2,3,4
In these works the population size
high mutation rate (error threshold).
5
shows that if the population size
is kept onstant; re ent preliminary results
is allowed to u tuate (limited by an external onstraint) another transition,
6,7
alled mutational meltdown
an be observed. In this ase the whole population vanishes while not
individuals is

hanging its distribution. No dire t

ompetition among

onsidered.

We are mainly interested in the problem of spe ies formation due to interindividual

ompetition, in the limit of very small mutation rates. For this reason

(and also due to the smoothness of the stati

tness fun tion), in our model

the error threshold transition is not observable. Moreover, we do not impose
any limit on the population size: individuals

ompete for free spa e and this

automati ally limits the size of population. The free spa e limitation translates
into a logisti -like equation for the whole population size, and this furnishes a
simple illustration of the mutational meltdown transition (see Se tion 3).
Analyti

approximations

only the simpler phenotypi

an be obtained if one takes into

onsideration

spa e, as reported in Appendix A. We are able to

ompute the spe iation threshold, for whi h the population distribution splits
into several separated peaks also for a very smooth tness lands ape and the
mutational meltdown threshold.
We developed an optimized

omputer algorithm for the original model, see

Appendix B. The results of the simulations are reported in Se tion 3; the speiation transition appears, for a

hoi e of parameters

alyti al results. In this more realisti 
at all trivial, exhibiting

onsistently with our an-

ase, the population distribution is not

oexisten e of several quasi spe ies at the same distan e

from the ttest strain.

2. The cellular automaton model
Let us

‡
onsider an early e osystem, populated by haploid individuals. Ea h

individual o

upies a

the latti e is

N

ell of a latti e in an one dimensional spa e; the size of

sites. Ea h individual is identied by its geneti

(genotype), that we model as a base two number
in the genotypi
to

x

L

bits.

information
The distan e

spa e is dened in terms of the number of mutations needed

onne t (along the shortest path) two individuals.

‡ Single

of

opy of geneti

material, thus non sexually reprodu ing.

We shall

onsider only

4
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point mutations (0

↔ 1),

o

urring with probability

position. Thus the genotypi

distan e

d(x, y)

µ

independently of the bit

between strains

x

and

y

is simply

their Hamming distan e (number of dierent bits). The mutation probability

W (x, y)

is

W (x, y) = µd(x,y) (1 − µ)L−d(x,y),
whi h for vanishing mutation rate

µ → 0

an be written in a quasi-diagonal

form

W (x, y)
W (x, x)
W (x, y)
Given a genotype
maps the genotypi

x,

= µ
= 1 − Lµ
= 0

if

d(x, y) = 1

otherwise.

its phenotype is represented by a fun tion

spa e into the phenotypi

sider a very simple mapping,

g(x) = d(x, 0),

g(x),

whi h

one. In this paper we shall

on-

i.e. the phenotype is proportional

to the number of ones in the genotype.
This automaton has a large number of states, one for ea h dierent genome
plus a state (∗) representing the empty

ell. The evolution of the system is given

by the appli ation of two rules: the survival step, that in ludes the intera tions
among individuals, and the reprodu tion step.
t
: An individual xi ≡ xi 6= ∗ at time

Survival

a probability

π

of surviving per unit of time.

probability to depend only on phenotypi

π = π(H)

β

and site

i, i = 1, . . . , N ,

has

hara ters. The survival probability
H :§

is expressed as a sigma-shaped fun tion of the tness fun tion

π(H) =
where

t

It is reasonable to assume this

eβH
1 1
= + tanh(βH),
1 + eβH
2 2

is a parameter that

(1)

an be useful to modulate the ee tiveness of

sele tion. We always use β = 1. We dene the tness
t
t
environment x = {x1 , . . . , xN } as

H(xi , x) = h(g(xi )) +

H

of the strain

N
1 X
J (g(xi ), g(xj )).
N j=1

xi

in the

(2)

omposed by two parts: the stati tness h(g(xi )),
PN
j=1 J (g(xi ), g(xj )). The matrix J dene the
hemistry of the world and is xed; the eld h represents the xed or slowly
The tness fun tion is

and the intera tion term

hanging environment.
individuals that

1/N

A strain

with stati

tness

h(g(x)) > 0

represents

an survive in isolation (say, after an ino ulation into an empty

substrate), while a strain with
§ Our

x

h(g(x)) < 0

hoi e of the tness fun tion does not

represents predators or parasites

onsider the reprodu tive e ien y.
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that requires the presen e of some other individuals to survive. The intera tion
matrix

J

spe ies the inputs for non autonomous strains.

We assume that the stati
ex ept in the vi inity of

tness

u = 0,

h(u)

is a linear de reasing fun tion of

where it has a quadrati

maximum:



u
1
h(u) = h0 + b 1 − −
r
1 + u/r
so that

lose to

u = 0

one has

h(u) ≃ h0 − bu2 /r2

h0 + b(1 − u/r). Thus, the master sequen e
x = 0.
The matrix J mediates the intera tions

(3)

and for

and

J (v, u).

One

an have four

J (u, v) < 0
J (u, v) > 0
J (u, v) < 0
J (u, v) > 0

u → ∞, h(u) ≃

(in Eigen's language) is lo ated at

between two strains. For a

 ation in terms of usual e ologi al interrelations, one has to

J (u, v)

u

lassi-

onsider together

ases:

J (v, u) < 0
J (v, u) < 0
J (v, u) > 0
J (v, u) > 0

ompetition
predation or parasitism
predation or parasitism
ooperation

Sin e the individuals with similar phenotypes are those sharing the largest
quantity of resour es, the
types are (intraspe ies

J

has negative

ompetition is stronger the more similar their pheno-

ompetition). This implies that the intera tion matrix

omponents near the diagonal. We do not in lude here neither

familiar stru tures nor sexual mating between geneti ally akin individuals nor
other kind of
We have

ompetition or

ooperation.

hosen following form for the intera tion matrix

J (u, v) = −JK
with the kernel

K



u−v
R

J:



(4)

given by



|r|α
K(r) = exp −
,
α
i.e. a symmetri

α

de reasing fun tion of

r

with

K(0) = 1.

The parameter

ontrol the intensity and the steepness of the intraspe ies

tively. We shall use a Gaussian (α

= 2)

J

and

ompetition, respe -

kernel, for the motivations illustrated

in Appendix A.
The survival phase is thus expressed as:

•

If
x′i

xi 6= ∗
=∗

•

Else

then we get, with probability

x′i = xi = ∗

π(H(xi , x)), x′i = xi ,

otherwise

6
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Reprodu tion:
empty

ells:

The reprodu tive phase

an be implemented as a rule for

hoose randomly one of the neighboring

ells and

opy its state; if

it is dierent from the empty state then apply mutations by reversing the value
of one bit with probability
One

µ.

an noti e that the ee tive reprodu tion rate does not only depend on

the survival probability of the individual, but also on total availability of empty
ells.
One

an have an insight of the features of the model by a simple mean eld

analysis. Let

n(x)

be the number of organisms with geneti

ode

x,

and

n∗

the

number of empty sites,

n∗ +

X

n(x) = N.

x

We denote with

m

the relative abundan e of non-empty sites:

m=

X

n(x)/N = 1 − n∗ /N.

x

ell state (x 6= ∗). We an express the
H (and thus the survival probability π ) in terms of the number
of individuals n(x) in a given strain or in terms of the probability distribution
p(x) = n(x)/mN
1 X
H(x, n) = h(x) +
(5)
J(x, y)n(y);
N y
X
H(x, p) = h(x) + m
(6)
J(x, y)p(y).
The sums do not run over the empty
tness fun tion

y

The average evolution of the system will be governed by the following equations, in whi h a tilde labels quantities after the survival step, and a prime after
the reprodu tion step:

ñ(x)

=

n′ (x)

=

π(x, n)n(x),
ñ∗ X
ñ(x) +
W (x, y)ñ(y).
N y

(7)
(8)

W,
X
X
W (x, y) =
W (x, y) = 1,

Using the properties of

y

and summing over

x

m
e

m′

x

in Eqs. (7) and (8), we obtain an equation for

=
=

P

ñ(x)
1 X
=
π(x, n)n(x) = mπ
N
N x
P ′
ñ∗ X
x n (x)
=m
e+ 2
ñ(y),
N
N y
x

m:
(9)

(10)
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i.e.

m′ = mπ(2 − mπ),

(11)

where

π≡

X
1 X
π(x, n)n(x) =
π(x, p)p(x)
mN x
x

is the average survival probability.

p(x) is:
P
π(x, p, m)p(x) + (1 − mπ) y W (x, y)π(y, p, m)p(y)

The normalized evolution equation for

p′ (x) =

π(2 − mπ)

Noti e that Eq. (11) is a logisti
′
ondition, (m = m), is

equation with

π

as

.

(12)

ontrol parameter. The

stationary

m=

2π − 1
.
π2

(13)

π ≤ 1/2. The de rease of π an arise from a
h(x)) or from an in rease of the mutation
distribution p(x). This last ee t orresponds to

One observes extin tion if

variation of the environment (notably
rate

µ,

whi h broadens the

the mutational meltdown, for whi h the population vanishes while
to exhibits a quasi-spe ies distribution. Sin e the total population
the
to

ompetition term in Eq. (12), one

annot observe

or

haoti

multiplies

oexisten e of spe ies due

ompetition near the mutational meltdown transition.

ould expe t a periodi

ontinuing

m

From Eq. (11) one

behavior of the population; however, sin e

is always less than one, the asymptoti

dynami s of the population

m

π

an only

exhibit xed points.
We are mainly interested in the asymptoti
the limit

µ → 0.

the geneti

behavior of the population in

A tually, the mutation me hanism is needed only to dene

distan e and to populate an eventual ni he. The results should not

hange qualitatively if more realisti

mutation me hanisms are in luded.

Let us rst examine the behavior of Eq. (12) in absen e of
(J

= 0)

ompetition

for a smooth stati

lands ape and a vanishing mutation rate. This
2,3
orresponds to the Eigen model,
with a smooth tness lands ape. Sin e it

does not exhibit any phase transition, the asymptoti
The asymptoti

distribution is unique.

distribution is given by one delta fun tion peaked around the

global maximum of the stati

lands ape, or more delta fun tions ( oexisten e) if

the global maxima are degenerate. The ee t of a small but nite mutation rate
is simply that of broadening the distribution from a delta peak to a bell-shaped
8
(quasi-spe ies).
urve
While the degenera y of maxima of the stati
ti ular

tness lands ape is a very par-

ondition, we shall show in Appendix A that in presen e of

this is a generi

ase.

ompetition
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Stati

for the phenotypi

-30

tness

h,

-10
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x

ee tive tness

H,

30

50

and asymptoti

model studied in Bagnoli and Bezzi (1997)

distribution

9

p

,analogous to

Eq. (12).

For illustration, we report in Figure 1 the asymptoti
population and the stati
the genotypi

spa e is approximated by a phenotypi

details). The ee tive tness
zero and the

distribution of the
9
in whi h

and ee tive tness for a similar model

H

one (see Appendix A for

is here almost degenerate, sin e

µ is greater than

ompetition ee t extends on the neighborhood of the maxima,

and this leads to the

oexisten e.

3. Speciation and mutational meltdown in hypercubic genotypic space
We have developed an optimized

ode (reported in Appendix B) for the sim¶
representation for
ulation of the original model. We use the following
quasi-spe ies in hyper ubi
a step of a xed length
(0

≤ n ≤ L)

R0
x

of genotype

easter egg

spa e: starting from the origin of axis, we perform
with an angle

nπ/(2(L − 1)) − π/8

if the

nth

bit

has value one. In this way one lo ates the master

sequen e (all zeros) at the origin; the strains with one bad gene, distributed a ording to the bad gene position at distan e
at an approximate distan e of
hyper ube for

L=4

2R0 ,

R0 ;

and so on.

the strains with two bad genes
An example of the resulting

is shown in Figure 2.

We are interested in

omputing the

riti al values of parameters for the tran-

sition between one single quasi-spe ies to

oexisting quasi-spe ies (spe iation).

¶We a knowledge D. Stauer for having suggested this name.
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Figure 2:

The representation of the Boolean hyper ube for

L=4

We obtain from the approximate analysis of Appendix A that the
parameter in the limit

µ → 0

is the quantity

G = (J/R)/(b/r),

ru ial

whi h is the

ratio of two quantities, one related to the strength of inter-spe ies intera tions
(J/R) and the other to intra-spe ies ones (b/r). We observe ,in good agreement
with the analyti al approximation see Eq. (15), if
spe ies

m

G m > Gc (r/R) several quasi-

oexist, otherwise only the master sequen e quasi-spe ies survives. Here

is the asymptoti

average population size that is usually

lose to one at the

transition point. The approximate analysis also shows that this transition does
not depend on the mutation rate in the rst approximation.

In Figure 3 a

distribution with multiple quasi-spe ies is shown.
We

an

hara terize the spe iation transition by means of the entropy

the asymptoti

S

of

distribution,

S=−

X

p(x) ln p(x)

x

whi h in reases in
In Figure 4 we
fun tion of

G m.

orresponden e of the appearan e of multiple quasi-spe ies.
hara terize this transition as an in rease of the entropy as

We

an lo ate the transition at a value

approximation predi ts

Gc (0.1) ≃ 2.116.

G m ≃ 2.25, analyti

al

The entropy however is quite sensible

to u tuations of the master sequen e quasispe ies (whi h embra es the largest
part of distribution), and it was ne essary to average over several (15) runs in
order to obtain a

lear

urve; for larger values of

µ

it was impossible to

hara -

terize this transition. A quantity whi h is mu h less sensitive of u tuations is

10
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Figure 3:

Quasispe ies in hyper ubi

spa e for

L = 12.

The smallest points
2 · 10− 2), only

represent pla eholder of strains (whose population is less than
the larger dots

orresponds to ee tively populated quasispe ies; the size of the
µ = 10−3 ,

dot is proportional to the square root of population. Parameters:
h0 = 2, b = 10−2 , R = 5, r = 0.5, J = 0.28, N = 10000, L = 12.

the average square phenotypi

distan e from the master sequen e

g(x)2 =

X

g(x)2

g(x)2 p(x).

x

hara terize the spe iation transition by means of g(x)2 ,
−3
. For mu h higher mutation
and indeed a single run was su ient, for µ = 10
−2
rates (µ = 5 10
) the transition is less lear, as shown in Figure 5 (right),
In Figure 5 (left) we

but one

an see that the transition point is substantially independent of

µ,

as

predi ted by the approximate theory, Eq. (15).
Another interesting phenomenon is the meltdown transition, for whi h the
mean eld theory predi ts extin tion if

π ≤ 1/2,

see Eq. (13).

In Figure 6

we report the result of one simulation in whi h the extin tion is indu ed by
the in rease of the mutation rate
dis ontinuous,
value of

π

m jumps

µ.

One

an noti e that the transition is

to zero from a value of about 0.15, and that the

is larger that the predi ted one. This dis repan y

an be

riti al

aused by

u tuations, due to the niteness of population.

4. Conclusions
We have studied a mi ros opi

model of a simple e osystem that exhibit the

mutational meltdown ee t and spe iation phenomena. The size of the popu-
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of the
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The spe iation transition hara terized by the entropy

ontrol parameter

G m.

tion

J.

onstant; we found that in the mean led approximation this

quantity is ruled by a logisti

equation, with the average tness of population as

ontrol parameter. The model in ludes the
this ingredient is

S as a fun

Ea h point is an average over 15 runs. Same

parameters as in Figure 3, varying

lation is not hold

4

ompetition among individuals, and

onsidered fundamental for the spe iation phenomenon in a

smooth tness lands ape. This transition does not depend on the mutation rate
provided that this rate is small. We are able to obtain analyti al approximations
for the onset of both transitions.
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Appendix A: Analytical approximations
Some analyti al results
the phenotypi

an be obtained by

spa e. Let us

onsider the

onsidering the dynami s only in

ase of the phenotype that depends

only on the number of bits (say, good genes) in the genotype, i.e. a highly degenerate phenotypi

spa e. One should introdu e the multipli ity fa tor (binomial)
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Independen e of the spe iation transition by the mutation rate. The
hara terized by the average square phenotypi distan e g(x)2 of

transition is
distribution

p(x),

as a fun tion of the

ontrol parameter

single run. Same parameters as in Figure 3, varying
µ = 5 10−2 (right).

of a given phenotype, whi h

G m. Ea h
µ = 10−3

with

point is a
(left) and

an be approximated to a Gaussian; however if

one works in the neighborhood of the most
multipli ity fa tors are nearly

J

ommon

hemi al

omposition, the

onstants. Another reason for not using the mul-

tipli ity fa tor is that we have not yet been able to derive analogous results with
it.
An instan e of an appli ation of a similar (sub-)spa e in the modeling of the
evolution of real organisms is given by a repeated gene (say a tRNA gene): a
fra tion of its

opies

an mutate, linearly varying the tness of the individual
10
. This degenerate ase has been
11
widely studied (see for instan e Alves and Fontanari (1996) ); Another example

with the  hemi al

omposition of the gene

is given by the level of

atalyti a tivity of a protein. A non-degenerate spa e has
12
also been used for modeling the evolution of RNA viruses on HeLa ultures.
From now on we shall indi ate with
and

x both the phenotype and the genotype,

onsider it as an integer number. To maintain a bit of the original multi-

pli ity, we extend the range of
sequen e at
We

x

to negative values, while keeping the master

x = 0.

ompute from Eq. (12) the values of parameters that allow the

ten e of dierent spe ies.

We look for a solution

delta peaks (µ

entered at

→0

limit)

p(x) =

X
k

p(x)

yk .

γk δ(x − yk ) ≡

X
k

pk

oexis-

formed by the sum of

4
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0.6

m


0.5
0.4

m; 

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2



0.25

0.3

Meltdown transition hara terized by m and π as a fun
J = 0.3, h0 = 0.4, b = 0.35, r = 0.5, R = 5, N = 2000, L = 8.

Figure 6:
Here

0.35

The weight of ea h quasi spe ies is

Z

pk (x)dx = γk ,
pk

i.e.

L−1
X

π(yk )
pk (x)
π

ondition of the asymptoti

π(yk ) = π =

γk = 1.

is:

p′k (x) =

either

′
distribution (pk (x)

onst (degenera y of maxima) or

points). In other terms one

µ.

k=0

The evolution equation for

The stability

γk ,

tion of

= pk (x)) is
pk (x) = 0 (all other

an say that in a stable environment the tness of

all individuals is the same, independently on the spe ies.

yk and the weight γk of the quasi-spe ies are given
∂π(x)/∂x|yk = 0, or, in terms of the tness H , by

The position

π=

onst and

h(yk ) − Jm

L−1
X
j=0

K



yk − yj
R



γj =

onst



L−1
Jm X ′ yk − yj
K
γj = 0
h (yk ) −
R j=0
R
′

by

π(yk ) =

14
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Let us

ompute the phase boundary for

kinds of kernels: the exponential one (α

oexisten e of three spe ies for two

= 1)

and a Gaussian one (α

= 2).

Numeri al simulations show that the results are qualitatively independent on
the exa t form of the stati

tness, providing it is a smooth de reasing fun tion.

Due to the symmetries of the problem, we have one quasi-spe ies at
and two symmetri

quasi-spe ies at

Negle ting the mutual inuen e
′
′
onsidering that h (0) = K (0) = 0,

of the two marginal quasi-spe ies, and

K ′ (y/R) = −K ′ (−y/r), K(0) = J
by γ0 = 1 and γ1 = 0, we have

x=0

x = ±y .

and that the three-spe ies threshold is given


z
− K(z) = −1,
b̃ 1 −
r̃

b̃
+ K ′ (z) = 0,
r̃

z = y/R, r̃ = r/R and b̃ = b/J . We introdu e the parameter G = r̃/b̃ =
(J/R)/(b/r), that is the ratio of two quantities, one related to the strength of
inter-spe ies intera tions (J/R) and the other to intra-spe ies ones (b/r). In the
where

following we shall drop the tildes for

onvenien e. Thus

 α
z
r − z − mG exp −
= −mG,
α
Where

m

mGz

α−1

 α
z
exp −
= 1;
α

an be obtained from Eq. (13),

m=

2π − 1
π2

π = π(0) =

with

eβh0
,
1 + eβh0

(14)

and thus

m = 1 − e−2βh0 .
For

r = 0,

α=1

the

oexisten e

i.e. a at lands ape (b

ondition never holds, ex ept for

= 0)

G m = 1 and
= ∞).

with innite range intera tion (R

Thus we suppose that the spe iation transition is not present also for less steep
potentials, su h as power laws.
For

α=2

the

oexisten e

ondition is given by

2

z − (mG + r)z + 1 = 0,
One

 2
z
mGz exp −
= 1.
2

an solve numeri ally this system and obtain the boundary

oexisten e. In the limit

m ≃ 1)

r → 0

(stati

tness almost at) and

one has

Gc (r) ≃ Gc (0) − r,
with

Gc (r) for the
βh0 ≫ 1 (i.e.

Gc (0) = 2.216 . . . .

G > Gc (r) we have
G < Gc (r) only the ttest

Thus for

more quasi-spe ies, while for

(15)
oexisten e of three or
one survives. The limit
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βh0 ≫ 1 (m ≃ 1)
, in fa t we
almost

is not a restri tive

ondition from a theoreti al point of view

an always stay in this approximation modulating

β;

but we get

onstant and equal to one, therefore there is a shortage of empty

and the evolution

π

ells

an take mu h longer times.

Appendix B: Monte Carlo Algorithm
We des ribe here the essentials of the implementation of the model in FORTRAN (although we use C language).
The implementation of the model
oupling due to

N

an be done in a dire t way, but sin e the
N 2 , where

ompetition is global, the simulation time grows as

is the number of individuals present in the environment. A way of speeding

up a little the simulation is that of performing the

omputation of the tness

using Eq. (5) instead of Eq. (2).
The

ellular automaton spa e is the ve tor

viving individuals always o
sertions always o

upy the rst

urs at position

M (M

M

integer env(0:N-1).

The sur-

positions (starting from

0):

in-

is thereafter in remented), and deleted

individuals are overwritten by the genotype in position

M-1 (M

is thereafter

de remented).

integer strain(0:N-1), integer distr(0:L2-1)
real fit(0:L2-1), where L is the genome length and L2=2**L. The rst
tor ontains NS entries orresponding to ea h instan e of a dierent genome
We also use three other ve tors,

and
ve

in the environment. This ve tor is needed to perform sums over all genotypes
without s anning

env.

The ve tor

distr

ontains the number of instan es of a

given genome in the environment, and the ve tor
The stati

tness

h

and intera tion matrix

h(0:L2-1) and real J(0:L2-1,0:L2-1), whi

J

fit

its survival probability.

are stored in the ve tors

real

h are lled at the beginning. The

entral loop of the evolution algorithm is the following:

C
C assume that strain and distr are already OK
C and ompute fit
C
do i = 0, NS-1
ig = strain(i)
fit(ig) = 0
do j = 0, NS-1
jg = strain(j)
fit(ig) = fit(ig) + J(ig,jg)*distr(jg)
end do
fit(ig) = fit(ig)/N + h(ig)
fit(ig) = exp(fit(ig))/(1+exp(fit(ig)))
end do
C

16
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lear strain and distr
do i = 0, NS-1
ig = strain(i)
distr(ig) = 0
end do
NS = 0

C
C survival
C
i=0
do while (i .lt. M)
r = rnd(iseed)
if (fit(env(i)) .lt. r) then
! don't survives
env(i) = env(M-1)
M = M-1
else
! survives
if (distr(env(i)) .eq. 0) then
! first instan e of genome
strain(NS)=env(i)
NS = NS+1
end if
distr(env(i)) = distr(env(i)) + 1
i = i+1
end if
end do
C
C reprodu tion
C
M1 = M
do i=M1, N-1
j = int(rnd(iseed)*N)
if (j < M1)
if (rnd(iseed) .lt. mu) then
! reprodu tion
env(M) = ieor(env(j),2**(int(rnd(iseed)*L)) ! this is a XOR
else
env(M)=env(j)
end if
if (distr(env(M)) .eq. 0) then
! first instan e of genome
strain(NS)=env(M)
NS = NS+1
end if
distr(env(M)) = distr(env(M)) + 1
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end if
M=M+1
end do
The program has been implemented on a CRAY T3E and on a
Linux ma hines using MPI. Sin e the

luster of

ode is not well parallelizable, due to the

long range intera tions and on the updating s heme, we have parallelized on the
ontrol parameters and on dierent runs. In other words we have laun hed a
opy of the program in parallel on a dierent CPU, and the results have been
olle ted using MPI. In this way also a
onne tions (ethernet)

luster of ma hines with relatively slow

an be used as a super omputer.
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